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TRUSTING AND WORKING WITH ROBOTS: A RELATIONAL DEMOGRAPHY 

THEORY OF PREFERENCE FOR ROBOTIC OVER HUMAN CO-WORKERS 

ABSTRACT 

Organizations are facing the new challenge of integrating humans and robots into one 

cohesive workforce. Relational demography theory (RDT) explains the impact of dissimilarities 

on when and why humans trust and prefer to work with others. This paper proposes that RDT 

would be a useful lens to help organizations understand how to integrate humans and robots into 

a cohesive workforce. We proposed a research model based on RDT and examined 

dissimilarities in gender and co-worker type (human vs. robot) along with dissimilarities in work 

style and personality. To empirically examine the research model, two experiments were 

conducted with 347 and 422 warehouse workers. Results show that the negative impacts of 

gender, work style, and personality dissimilarities on swift trust depended on the co-worker type. 

Gender dissimilarity had a stronger negative impact on swift trust in a robot co-worker, while 

work style and personality had a weaker negative impact on swift trust in a robot co-worker. 

Also, swift trust in a robot co-worker increased the preference for a robot co-worker over a 

human co-worker, while swift trust in a human co-worker decreased such preferences. Overall, 

this research contributes to our current understanding of human–robot collaboration by 

identifying the importance of dissimilarity from the perspective of RDT. 

Keywords: Relational Demography Theory, Swift Trust, Human-Robot Interaction, 
Robot, Ascribed Dissimilarity, Achieved Dissimilarity, Mind Attribution, and Preference for 
Robotic Co-worker
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INTRODUCTION 

Organizations are increasingly relying on human–robot collaboration to accomplish work 

and now face the challenge of integrating humans and robots into one cohesive workforce. For 

instance, White Castle, a fast-food restaurant franchise, adopted robots to make french fries 

along with humans as a result of the labor shortage during the coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) 

pandemic (Mims, 2021). Robots are expected to replace as much as half the workforce in the 

next 10–20 years, creating growth in industrial robots from $16 billion to $37 billion over the 

next ten years (Repko, 2021). The challenge of integrating humans and robots into one cohesive 

workforce is made harder, in part, by the fear of job loss (Takayama et al., 2008). There is a 

growing concern that robots are taking jobs from humans (Graetz & Michaels, 2018; Liang et al., 

2021). This fear has engendered negative attitudes toward robots (Elprama et al., 2017).  

Relational demography theory (RDT) has been used to explain why humans choose to 

work together as a cohesive, integrated workforce by examining their dyadic dissimilarities (Tsui 

et al., 1989). Dissimilarity among co-workers is a significant predictor of whether co-workers 

will effectively collaborate (Ertug et al., 2022; Robert et al., 2018; Schaubroeck & Lam, 2002). 

Although the importance of dissimilarities in human relationships has been demonstrated, we 

know very little with regard to its impacts on human–robot relationships. Nonetheless, 

dissimilarities could prove to be more crucial to understanding relationships between humans 

and robots (Esterwood et al., 2021). This is because, in the absence of any interventions, 

employees are more likely to view their robot co-workers as being dissimilar rather than similar 

(Bernier & Scassellati, 2010). Therefore, it is essential to understand whether such dissimilarities 

pose a challenge—and, if so, how big—for human–robot collaborations. 

To address these issues, we focused on two types of dissimilarities: ascribed and achieved 
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dissimilarity. Ascribed dissimilarity refers to the differences based on nominal characteristics 

acquired either at birth or involuntarily later in life, such as gender and race (Ertug et al., 2022; 

Gramzow et al., 2001; Taylor & Jaggi, 1974). Achieved dissimilarity is based on characteristics 

that are malleable and influenced by one’s behaviors, experiences, and personalities, and 

includes values and personality (Ertug et al., 2022). An RDT-based research model is proposed, 

which theorizes about the impacts of ascribed dissimilarity as gender and co-worker type (human 

vs. robot) differences and achieved dissimilarities as work style and personality differences. 

Specifically, the research model proposes that gender, work style, and personality dissimilarity’s 

impact on a co-worker’s swift trust depends on the co-worker type (human vs. robot). The 

research model also theorizes that as swift trust in a human co-worker decreases, preferences for 

a robot co-worker increase.  

We empirically examined the research model with two experiments. Studies 1 and 2 

involved 347 and 422 warehouse workers, respectively. Results indicated that ascribed 

dissimilarities in gender had a stronger negative impact on swift trust in a robot co-worker (i.e., 

dissimilar co-worker type) than on a human co-worker (i.e., similar co-worker type). On the 

contrary, achieved dissimilarities had a weaker negative impact on swift trust in a robot co-

worker than swift trust in a human co-worker. The latter is due to a lack of mind attribution, 

which is the degree to which individuals attribute mental states—such as intentions or beliefs—

to non-human agents, including robots (Quesque & Rossetti, 2020). Unlike human co-workers, 

individuals do not attribute the same degree of mental states to their robotic co-workers. We also 

found that swift trust in a robot co-worker increased the preference for working with a robot over 

a human, whereas swift trust in a human co-worker actually decreased such preferences. 

This study contributes to the literature in three ways. First, by adopting RDT, this paper 
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responds to the call for next-generation theorizing for collaborations involving AI-ET (Burton-

Jones et al., 2021; Rai et al., 2019). In this study, RDT was theoretically extended and 

empirically shown to explain the impacts of dissimilarity on swift trust in robot co-workers when 

compared to human co-workers and its corresponding consequences. Second, this study 

identifies co-worker type dissimilarity and its critical role in determining how the impacts of 

other dissimilarities differ between robotic and human co-workers. In doing so, this study shows 

how the type of co-worker (i.e., robot vs. human) can alter the manifestation of RDT in 

surprising and unexpected ways. To this end, the paper explores the consequences of human 

interactions with emerging technologies and how theorizing is likely to be impacted (Baird & 

Maruping, 2021; Fügener et al., 2021; Kane et al., 2021; Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020; Seeber et 

al., 2020). Finally, this paper contributes to our understanding of when a human would prefer to 

work with a robotic co-worker by identifying and demonstrating that people’s trust in a human 

co-worker can undermine their preference for a robotic co-worker. 

BACKGROUND 

AI-enabled Work in the IS Literature  

AI-enabled technologies (AI-ET) are increasingly being adopted by organizations to 

work with humans as co-workers rather than strictly as tools (Fügener et al., 2021; Graetz & 

Michaels, 2018; Rai et al., 2019). This has driven IS scholars to expand their view of human–

technology interaction to include intelligent assistants, algorithms, and robots (Berente et al., 

2021; Vreede & Briggs, 2019). Recent calls for research acknowledge the need to view AI-ET 

differently from traditional technologies (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Seeber et al., 2020; Zhang et 

al., 2021). For instance, You and Robert (2018a) proposed that the impacts of physical robots are 

distinct because of their embodied physical action (EPA) from traditional technologies such as 
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decision support systems. Thus, IS scholars are beginning to propose new theories incorporating 

AI-ET (Berente et al., 2021; Burton-Jones et al., 2021).  

Collaboration between humans and AI-ET and the questions derived from those 

collaborations are at the heart of recent calls for research (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Seeber et al., 

2020; You & Robert, 2023; Zhang et al., 2021). Questions arise because AI-ET has the potential 

to traverse the lines between being viewed simply as tools (i.e., inanimate objects) to teammates 

(i.e., social actors) with real or perceived agency. For example, Seeber et al. (2020) invoked the 

idea that AI-ETs are becoming teammates that can engage in complex problem-solving, but it is 

largely unknown when such collaborations can lead to positive or negative consequences. Baird 

and Maruping (2021) proposed that humans and AI-ET are both social agents that delegate 

responsibilities and exercise autonomy over each other without presumed human primacy. 

Despite this, research is beginning to theorize and discover how humans perceive AI-ET with 

regard to relative characteristics and its consequences (Baird & Maruping, 2021).  

Mind attribution is likely to be both theoretically and empirically important to illuminate 

the implications associated with human and AI-ET collaborations. Mind attribution is the act of 

attributing emotions, intentions, or beliefs—to non-human agents, including robots (Morewedge 

et al., 2007). Mind attribution is a “pre-attributional process, identifying the kinds of causes that 

might explain or predict another’s behavior” (Epley & Waytz, 2010, p. 499). Attributing a mind 

to an agent is to assume that the agent has the capacity not only to feel but to remember past 

experiences (Shank et al., 2021). A lack of mind attribution to an AI-ET is not to attribute the 

emotions, intentions, or beliefs displayed by the AI-ET as their own but to others who may have 

created it. When this occurs, humans are less likely to react to an AI-ET collaborator in the same 

way they do to a human collaborator. 
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The need for and the lack of theories on human trust in AI-ET, which underlie questions 

of relative characteristics and collaboration, have drawn particular attention; yet, fundamental 

questions still remain. Berente et al. (2021) identified the challenges associated with overcoming 

trust issues to promote effective human collaboration with AI-ET. Baird and Maruping (2021) 

acknowledged the importance of trust in understanding when humans choose to work with AI-

ET as peers rather than subordinates. Based on this brief review, it is apparent that IS research is 

only beginning to explore the impacts of human collaboration in AI-ET (Berente et al., 2021; 

Zhang et al., 2021). What is clear is that there is a lack of both theorizing and empirical verifying 

of evidence to help guide future research (Burton-Jones et al., 2021).  

Relational Demography Theory (RDT) and Swift Trust 

Relational demography theory (RDT), by Tsui and O’Reilly (1989), is used to understand 

how comparative dissimilarity impacts work collaborations (King et al., 2017; Riordan & Shore, 

1997). RDT relies on social categorization, which tells us that individuals often place themselves 

and others into in- and out-groups according to their similar and dissimilar characteristics, 

respectively (Chatman & Spataro, 2005; Tsui et al., 1989; Turner et al., 1987). Individuals placed 

in the in-group are perceived to be similar, while those placed in the out-group are perceived to 

be dissimilar (Tsui et al., 1989; Turner et al., 1987). Dissimilar others are often evaluated less 

positively than those perceived to be similar (Riordan & Shore, 1997; Robert et al., 2018).  

The RDT literature has employed various types of dissimilarities, but most can fall into 

one of two types: ascribed and achieved dissimilarity (Ertug et al., 2022). Ascribed 

dissimilarities are attributed to someone based purely on their affiliation (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 

1954). Ascribed dissimilarity includes demographic characteristics, such as gender and race, that 

are relatively easy to observe (Ertug et al., 2022). Achieved dissimilarities are attributed to 
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someone based on their internal attitude, beliefs, and values. Achieved dissimilarities are viewed 

as malleable in that individuals can change their values, preferences, and personalities when 

compared to ascribed dissimilarities (Ertug et al., 2022). Achieved dissimilarities are more subtle 

and require more information to recognize (Ertug et al., 2022; Liao et al., 2008). Whereas 

ascribed dissimilarity is based on who someone is, achieved dissimilarity is based on what 

someone believes, feels, or intends to do. Therefore, achieved dissimilarities require a level of 

agency in that individuals are assumed to have their own values, attitudes, and preferences, but 

the same is not necessarily true for ascribed dissimilarity. Research on social cognition suggests 

that people are less likely to attribute complex emotions, experiences, and social agency to 

people who are perceived to be different from themselves (Kteily et al., 2016; M. Li et al., 2014). 

Trust is often used to understand how dissimilarities among co-workers influence their 

willingness to work together. Trust is defined as one’s willingness to be vulnerable to the actions 

of another, and effective work collaborations require such vulnerability (Mayer et al., 1995). 

Research on trust in co-workers has demonstrated its positive impact on work collaboration, 

justifying its use in examining the impacts of dissimilarities (De Jong et al., 2016). It is widely 

accepted that trust is essential to enhancing work collaboration across various settings (Langfred, 

2007; Paul & McDaniel Jr., 2004). For instance, trust is known to increase the cooperative 

behaviors of co-workers in face-to-face and virtual work environments (Dennis et al., 2012; 

Langfred, 2007; Paul & McDaniel Jr., 2004; Sarker et al., 2011).  

RDT explains why dissimilarity can decrease swift trust, which is a type of 

depersonalized trust. Swift trust is driven by social categorization formed a priori before the 

trustor has interacted with the trustee (Meyerson et al., 1996; Robert et al., 2009). Swift trust is 

distinguished from knowledge-based trust, which is formed after the trustor has interacted with 
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the trustee (Robert et al., 2009; van der Werff & Buckley, 2017). Unlike knowledge-based trust, 

swift trust does not require direct interactions between trusting parties (Schilke & Huang, 2018). 

According to swift trust theories, self-categorization contributes to the formation of trust (Crisp 

& Jarvenpaa, 2013; Kramer, 1991; Zakaria & Mohd Yusof, 2020). Specifically, Robert et al. 

(2009) reported that in-group favoritism based on self-categorization increases the formation of 

swift trust. Swift trust is particularly important because it has been shown to have downstream 

consequences for collaboration (Lount & Pettit, 2012; Robert et al., 2009). Taken together, co-

worker dissimilarity can decrease swift trust, a precursor to work-related collaborations. 

Trust in Human–Robot Interaction  

Although not focused on the impact of dissimilarities, trust is essential to human–robot 

collaborations. Effective human–robot collaborations occur when humans are willing to be 

vulnerable to the actions of their robot collaborator. Trust in a robot is associated with higher 

levels of engagement and a stronger relationship with the robot (Gaudiello et al., 2016). Trust in 

a robot increases the perception of safety and subsequent willingness to work with the robot in a 

construction task (You et al., 2018). Trust is crucial to success in exercise tasks involving the 

robot. For instance, Fasola and Mataric (2013) found that trust in a robot enhanced an 

individual’s motivation to perform exercise tasks and their overall engagement in the task with 

robot-guided rehabilitation. This explains why trust in a robot is generally regarded to enhance 

performance on human–robot team tasks (Lewis et al., 2018; You & Robert, 2019).  

Prior literature on promoting trust in robots has examined both ascribed and achieved 

characteristics of humans and robots. Research on ascribed characteristics, such as gender, has 

shown that women have been shown to trust robots more than men (Kuchenbrandt et al., 2012). 

Other research has found that gender similarity between humans and robots can promote trust in 
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the robot (Robert et al., 2020), while other research has shown that matching gender to existing 

stereotypes can promote trust (Tay et al., 2014). Human achieved characteristics like personality 

traits, such as extraversion and confidence, have been shown to be positively related to trust in 

robots (Hancock et al., 2011; Haring et al., 2013; Robert et al., 2020). The robot’s achieved 

characteristics, like the robot’s ability or capabilities, have also been found to promote trust. In 

particular, the robot’s technical and functional capabilities are essential to promoting trust; these 

include its movements, social interactions, and demonstration of its ability (Gaudiello et al., 

2016; Hancock et al., 2011; Robert et al., 2020; Salem et al., 2015).  

Summary of Relevant Literature  

Based on the literature reviewed in this paper and the recent calls for additional studies, it 

is apparent that research is only beginning to explore collaboration with AI-ET (Berente et al., 

2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Although the prior literature provides ample evidence for ways to 

promote trust in human–robot collaboration, it does little to tell us the impacts of dissimilarity on 

trust in robots or to inform us whether or how trust formed toward robots might have distinct 

impacts on attitudes toward working with a human. Despite the potential for RDT to advance the 

literature, we lack both a theoretical understanding and an empirical examination of RDT in the 

context of robot co-workers. This is important because enhancing swift trust through RDT might 

play an essential role in overcoming workers’ initial negative attitudes toward robots and 

promoting their preference to accept robots as co-workers.  

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT AND HYPOTHESES 

To examine the impacts of dissimilarity, we propose an RDT-based research model. This 

model is predicated on RDT’s central argument that how individuals respond to another’s 

dissimilarity is influenced by their properties relative to that other (Chattopadhyay et al., 2016). 
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Building on this tenet, we propose that co-worker type represents a form of ascribed dissimilarity 

represented in the HRI literature by the low degree of anthropomorphism associated with a robot 

relative to a human (Eyssel et al., 2012; Heo & Kim, 2013). This paper asserts that co-worker-

type dissimilarity sets the backdrop for how other dissimilarities, both ascribed and achieved, are 

interpreted relative to the individual. Although gender and co-worker type are both ascribed 

characteristics being nominal status, they should be understood differently when theorizing their 

impacts. While gender, as a much older ascription, has an established understanding of how it 

may determine the impacts of RDT, co-worker type, as an ascription, is relatively novel. Thus, 

we proposed that it can be viewed as a lens to help understand how humans interpret and react to 

other's dissimilarities. The hypotheses in Figure 1 are derived from two overarching theoretically 

driven assertions: 1) dissimilarity increases the cognitive load needed to assess a co-worker, 

which can have negative implications, and 2) dissimilarity in co-worker type, through a lack of 

mind attribution, can reduce this cognitive load and its corresponding negative effects for a 

robotic co-worker. A detailed explanation of each assertion is presented below. 

Figure 1 

Proposed Research Model 

Trust in
Co-worker

Preference for 
Robot over 

Human

Ascribed 
Dissimilarity 

(Gender)

Achieved 
Dissimilarity
(Work Style/
Personality)

Ascribed Dissimilarity
(Co-worker Type:
Robot vs. Human)

H1

H2

H3a (Trust in Robot)
H3b (Trust in Human)

Co-worker Dissimilarities
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Ascribed Dissimilarity and Swift Trust in Co-worker 

Generally, ascribed dissimilarity influences the positive or negative assessment of others 

by increasing the cognitive load needed to assess them. According to the seminal research by 

Taylor and Jaggi (1974), individuals find it relatively easy and quick to form positive 

expectations about those that are similar to them. This is because individuals are motivated to 

maintain their own positive self-esteem (Guillaume et al., 2014; Tajfel & Turner, 2004). 

According to Taylor and Jaggi (1974), individuals also find it easy to import existing positive 

expectations of themselves to evaluate similar others. This decreases the cognitive resources 

needed for assessment and promotes swift trust in similar others while reinforcing their own 

positive self-esteem (Robert et al., 2009; Singh & Simons, 2010; Taylor & Jaggi, 1974). 

On the contrary, individuals often find it much more difficult to form positive 

expectations about dissimilar others. Unlike for similar others where the self operates as a basis 

for expectations, no such cues are available for the expectations of dissimilar others (Gramzow et 

al., 2001). The lack of guidance requires more cognitive resources to evaluate dissimilar others 

with regard to an assessment of swift trust. According to Peeters and Czapinski (1990), 

dissimilar attributions which trigger the need for more cognitive resources are often viewed more 

negatively for doing so. This phenomenon is often referred to as the similarity–dissimilarity 

asymmetry, where dissimilar attributes are viewed more negatively and are often weighted more 

in decision-making (Peeters & Czapinski, 1990). This difficulty increases the cognitive resources 

needed for assessment, leading to a more negative assessment of dissimilar others (Singh & 

Simons, 2010). 

In this paper, we propose that gender dissimilarity should have a more negative impact on 

a robotic co-worker than a human co-worker. Co-worker type and gender dissimilarity each 
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represent a form of ascribed dissimilarity. Although co-worker type as a form of ascribed 

dissimilarity is relatively new, gender has long been one of the most salient cues used as ascribed 

dissimilarity (Robert et al., 2018; Sacco et al., 2003). Gender has often been used to represent 

ascribed dissimilarity because it is a relatively stable characteristic and plays a crucial role in 

accounting for an individual’s identity (Hogg & Terry, 2000; Robert et al., 2018). Therefore, it is 

not surprising that gender dissimilarities have, at times, been associated with decreases in swift 

trust (Meyerson et al., 1996; Robert et al., 2009). 

Non-human agents, including robots, can also have gender (Karniol et al., 2000; Nowak 

& Rauh, 2008; van den Hende & Mugge, 2014). For example, humans tend to assign gender to 

animals and inanimate objects (e.g., rifles, wallets, and mobile phones) (Karniol et al., 2000; 

Meagher, 2017). This explains why gender is widely used to investigate feelings and attitudes 

toward robots (Eyssel & Hegel, 2012; Nomura, 2017; Tay et al., 2014). For example, humans 

paired with same-gender robots were more inclined to accept those robots than when paired with 

opposite-gender robots (Eyssel et al., 2012). Likewise, gender dissimilarities between humans 

and robots can decrease psychological closeness (Eyssel & Kuchenbrandt, 2012).  

The negative effects of gender dissimilarity on a co-worker’s swift trust should be 

stronger for a robot co-worker because of the increases in cognitive load associated with trying 

to assess both gender and co-worker dissimilar other. Theory suggests, and research has also 

shown, that increases in dissimilarity attributed to another are likely to be viewed more 

negatively (Chattopadhyay et al., 2016). In essence, we should expect a compounded negative 

effect when gender dissimilarity is coupled with co-worker-type dissimilarity, leading gender 

dissimilarity to have a stronger negative impact on a robotic co-worker when compared to a 

human co-worker.  
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H1: Ascribed dissimilarity as co-worker type moderates the negative effect of ascribed 

dissimilarity as gender on swift trust in a co-worker, such that the negative effect of 

gender dissimilarities on swift trust in a co-worker is stronger for a robot co-worker than 

for a human co-worker. 

Achieved Dissimilarity, Ascribed Dissimilarity, and Swift Trust in a Co-worker 

According to RDT, ascribed dissimilarities should also moderate the impact of achieved 

dissimilarity on trust in a co-worker. However, unlike the literature on dissimilarity between 

human relationships, a lack of mind attribution should actually weaken rather than strengthen the 

negative impact of achieved dissimilarity on the swift trust in a dissimilar co-worker. This is 

because the negative impacts of achieved dissimilarity should be undermined by the dissimilar 

characteristics of a robot due to a lack of mind attribution. 

This paper proposes that co-workers’ work styles and personalities represent achieved 

dissimilarity. Work styles and personalities are among the most relevant individual 

characteristics in work relationships in general and human-robot interactions (Esterwood et al., 

2021; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2008). Prior literature shows that, to some extent, individuals can 

perceive robots as having work-related preferences and personalities, such as extraversion 

(Robert, 2018; Tapus & Matarić, 2008). 

Achieved dissimilarities should decrease swift trust in a co-worker. Research on RDT has 

shown that achieved dissimilarities are vital to understanding collaboration in work settings 

(Liao et al., 2008; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2008). Achieved dissimilarities are known to become a 

signal for social categorization, such that a similarity or difference in values, including work 

styles, personality, and attitudes, between co-workers, can engender negative or more negative 

perceptions of co-workers (Montoya et al., 2008; Zellmer-Bruhn et al., 2008). In particular, 
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achieved dissimilarities can decrease swift trust in a collaborator (K. W. Phillips et al., 2006). 

Research on human–robot interaction also provides evidence that swift trust in a robot 

can be impacted by achieved dissimilarities (Tapus & Matarić, 2008). Andrist et al. (2015) 

reported that a mismatch between a user’s and a robot’s personality led to decreases in positive 

evaluations of the robot. Other research has shown that achieved dissimilarities between humans 

and robots are associated with negative outcomes like decreased willingness to cooperate 

(Hancock et al., 2011; Nikolaidis & Shah, 2013). This is particularly true in contexts with job-

related orientation (Hancock et al., 2011). These findings suggest that achieved dissimilarities 

can negatively affect the evaluation of a robot and, ultimately, swift trust in the robot. Like the 

findings related to ascribed dissimilarities, studies on achieved dissimilarities are based on 

human-to-human interactions, suggesting that achieved dissimilarities can deteriorate trust. 

A lack of mind attribution in robots can be used to explain the weakened impacts of 

achieved dissimilarities on a robot co-worker. Therefore, for the robot co-worker, humans are 

less likely to attribute their achieved dissimilarities to the robot; the opposite should be true for 

more human co-workers. Generally, humans attribute more mind or thought processes to other 

humans over robots (M. Li et al., 2014; Morewedge et al., 2007). For instance, Gray et al. (2007) 

found that social robots are perceived to be incapable of having experiences, which are the basis 

of achieved characteristics like work styles and personality. This is used to explain why humans 

are less likely to attribute achieved dissimilarities to a robot, such as preferences, personalities, 

and attitudes (K. Gray & Wegner, 2012). Instead, individuals attribute the achieved 

dissimilarities of the robot co-worker to the people who designed and programmed the robot. 

Specifically, even when a robot demonstrates work styles and personality, individuals may 

believe that those properties are projected to the robot by humans behind the development of the 
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robot rather than of the robot itself. 

Individuals are likely to allocate less cognitive resources to assess a robotic co-worker’s 

achieved dissimilarities when they attribute those dissimilarities to those who designed and 

programmed the robot. This reduction in cognitive resources needed to process achieved 

dissimilarities should reduce the negative assessment of a robotic co-worker (Peeters & 

Czapinski, 1990; Singh & Simons, 2010; Taylor & Jaggi, 1974). The reduced cognitive process 

may lead individuals to believe that work styles and personalities are less relevant to their robotic 

co-workers than their human counterparts, weakening their effects. As a result, the lack of mind 

attribution to the robot should weaken the negative impact of achieved dissimilarities on swift 

trust in a robotic co-worker. On the other hand, humans tend to fully attribute the achieved 

dissimilarities to their human co-workers. Therefore, dissimilarities in work-related values are 

likely to have a weaker negative effect on swift trust in a robotic co-worker than in a human. 

H2: Ascribed dissimilarity as co-worker type moderates the negative effect of achieved 

dissimilarities as either work style or personality on swift trust in a co-worker, such that 

the negative effect of either work style or personality on swift trust in a co-worker is 

weaker for a robot co-worker than for a human co-worker. 

Swift Trust, Ascribed Dissimilarity, and Preference for a Robotic over a Human Co-worker 

Ascribed dissimilarity as co-worker type should moderate the impact of co-worker swift 

trust on an individual’s preference to work with a robot over a human co-worker. More 

specifically, the more swift trust someone has in a human co-worker, the less likely that person is 

to prefer to work with a robot over a human co-worker. Likewise, the more swift trust someone 

perceives in a robot co-worker, the more likely that person is to prefer to work with a robot over 

a human. We provide detailed arguments in the following paragraphs. We start by explaining 
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why we chose to study one’s preference to work with a robot over a human. Then, we provide 

the theoretical arguments that outline the causal linkage between a co-worker’s swift trust and 

preference to work with a robot co-worker over a human co-worker.   

Despite the rich evidence of the positive impacts of swift trust on team outcomes and 

human–robot collaboration, there has been no evidence for the comparative effects of swift trust 

in different types of co-workers on the attitudes toward them. To investigate this relationship, we 

examined the preference to work with a robot over a human. The construct goes beyond the 

acceptance of a robot co-worker itself, which has been employed to measure an individual’s 

behavioral intention to adopt a technology or not (Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010; Maruping et 

al., 2017). There are two advantages of examining such a construct. First, it is more valid 

considering the current practice of human–robot collaboration, where robots are increasingly 

replacing human workers in work teams (Ackerman, 2014). Given that working with a robot 

instead of a human is not a choice left to workers but rather to management, it is essential to 

examine whether workers will willingly work with robots as co-workers over humans without 

resentment of losing their human peers. The second reason is empirical. The unified 

measurement of the construct allows us to test the differential effects of trust that can be 

moderated by co-worker types (i.e., robot vs. human). 

Swift trust in a robot co-worker should increase someone’s preference to work with a 

robot over a human. Research on ascribed dissimilarity clearly highlights the challenges it 

presents to developing trust (Chattopadhyay & George, 2001). However, once trust is developed 

in a dissimilar other, that trust has the same positive impacts (Lount & Pettit, 2012). In human–

robot relationships, this is explained by the fact that humans who have formed swift trust toward 

a robot co-worker are likely to have a strong positive attitude toward that robot (Gaudiello et al., 
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2016; Tay et al., 2014). Positive attitudes toward the robot are associated with decreases in fear, 

worry, and concern about working with a robot (de Visser & Parasuraman, 2011; Nomura et al., 

2007). These individuals are also likely to have either developed a bond with the robot co-worker 

or seen a potential to develop a bond. These individuals are likely to believe that they can get 

many of the same social benefits with their robot co-worker that are often available with a human 

co-worker (Groom & Nass, 2007; Oistad et al., 2016). For example, research has shown that trust 

in a robotic exercise coach is essential to promoting motivation to perform rehabilitation tasks 

(Fasola & Mataric, 2013). Motivating a trainee is one of the desired aspects of human trainers.  

Swift trust in a human co-worker should decrease someone’s preference to work with a 

robot over a human. Research has shown that ascribed dissimilarities provide the context that 

alters someone’s trust in another (H. Li et al., 2016; Lount & Pettit, 2012). In the case of a 

human–robot relationship, individuals who developed a bond with a human co-worker might not 

see any potential for developing a similar bond with a robot co-worker. Swift trust among human 

co-workers is a kind of social capital that can provide both work-related and non-work-related 

benefits like social support (Costa et al., 2009; Robert et al., 2008). For individuals who have 

formed a swift trust with a human co-worker, it is not likely to be easily conceivable how such a 

relationship could be equally beneficial with a robot co-worker (Takayama et al., 2008). These 

individuals are not likely to believe they can have the same social benefits as a robot co-worker 

(Takayama et al., 2008). Therefore, when faced with a choice between a human or robot co-

worker, they should be less likely to prefer to work with a robot over a human.  

H3: Ascribed dissimilarity as co-worker type moderates the relationship between swift 

trust and preference for a robot over a human co-worker, such that (a) swift trust in a 
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robot co-worker increases the preference for working with a robot, while (b) swift trust in 

a human co-worker decreases it. 

STUDY OVERVIEW 

Next, we present two experimental studies used to examine the research model (see 

Figure 1). Studies 1 and 2 used gender as a type of ascribed dissimilarity. While Study 1 used 

work style, Study 2 used personality to operationalize achieved dissimilarity. In both studies, co-

worker type is represented via ascribed dissimilarity. RDT research demonstrated that 

dissimilarity could be examined through demographic and value attributes commonly found in 

work relationships (Fisher et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2008; Tsui et al., 1995). Study 2 was designed 

to complement, validate and extend the findings from Study 1 by employing different 

experimental design choices, measurements, and another sample. For instance, Study 2 used co-

worker personality to manipulate achieved dissimilarity instead of work style used in Study 1. 

Also, while Study 1 measured swift trust using a measure adapted from the HRI research (Jian et 

al., 2000), Study 2 captured swift trust based on situational normality adapted from IS research to 

better capture swift trust in work contexts (Mcknight et al., 2011). 

STUDY 1 

Study 1 Design 

We conducted an experimental 2 (ascribed dissimilarity: robot vs. human) × 2 (ascribed 

dissimilarity: same vs. different gender) × 2 (achieved dissimilarity: same vs. different 

personality) × 2 (risk of physical danger: high vs. low) between-subjects design with 347 

experienced warehouse workers. The study also included the risk of physical danger as a control 

variable for two reasons. First, research suggests that trust can be contingent upon the level of 

risk (Das & Teng, 2001). Second, robots are often used to engaging in work that is too dangerous 
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or too risky for humans (Atkinson & Clark, 2014; Groom & Nass, 2007). 

Participants 

Qualtrics, which manages targeted samples based on individuals’ employment status, job 

titles, and industry, recruited participants in November and December 2018. We worked with 

Qualtrics to ensure the sample quality by selecting only warehouse workers. The final sample 

consisted of 347 warehouse workers across various industries living in the United States (see 

Appendix A for details). Based on a power analysis conducted using G*Power software, our 

target sample size was 207 individuals for a medium effect size of 0.25 (alpha = 0.05; power = 

0.8) (Faul et al., 2009). The final sample of 347 exceeded the needed sample size.  

Task and Robots 

This study employed a hypothetical scenario consisting of two parts. First, participants 

read a vignette informing them that they would be working with a co-worker in a warehouse. 

Second, participants were presented with either a human co-worker or a robot co-worker via an 

online video. Video manipulation is widely employed in HRI research and is considered 

effective in immersing participants in the experimental context (Woods et al., 2006). Videos 

provide rich and multimodal information about the experimental situation, especially when the 

task involves a physical task (Atkinson & Clark, 2014). Our video manipulations involved 

descriptions of participants’ potential co-workers completing a warehouse task. The video 

illustrated physical activities generally performed in warehouses, including loading and 

unloading, moving, handing over cargo objects to another person, and avoiding obstacles. The 

task described in the video was intended to provide the general sense of working at a warehouse 

and did not provide types of work in detail, purposefully, for two reasons. First, our sample 

comprised experienced warehouse workers who were aware of the work. Second, participants 
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might have had different experiences working with robots during their careers. Thus, fine-

grained descriptions might have prevented the experimental scenario from being relatable to 

participants, which would have reduced the ecological validity (Aguinis & Bradley, 2014).  

A PR2 robot was used for the videos (see Appendix B) to represent the robot co-worker. 

The robot was chosen based on two criteria. First, the robot was gender-neutral in its appearance 

(E. Phillips et al., 2018). This allowed us to manipulate the robot’s gender strictly through its 

voice and name, ruling out any confounding visual cues. Second, the robot’s form implied some 

degree of self-navigation motor ability along with the ability to move objects. The hypothetical 

task involved moving physical objects in the warehouse. Thus, it was essential to use a robot that 

could complete such tasks working with the participant. 

Independent Variables 

Co-worker Type (Ascribed Dissimilarity)  

Co-worker types were manipulated through the vignette that described the work context 

and the video of the co-worker (i.e., robot or human; Appendix B). In the robot video, the robot 

introduced itself by stating its model number, name, and functional capabilities. In the human 

video, similar content was presented, but sentences regarding the robot’s technical functions 

were replaced with a description of the human’s capabilities. 

Gender (Ascribed Dissimilarity) 

Robot gender was manipulated using voice and name. Specifically, the female robot had 

a female voice and had the model name “RX-01 Jessica,” whereas the male robot had a male 

voice with “RX-01 David.” Gender dissimilarity in the human condition was dubbed with 

professional human male and female voices. The videos did not show any depiction of human 

faces and skin colors to rule out potentially confounding effects of similarity other than gender. 
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Work Style (Achieved Dissimilarity) 

Participants were given a series of five questions regarding different work styles based on 

Zellmer-Bruhn et al. (2008). The questions were intended to make participants express work 

preferences (see Appendix C). In the similar work style condition, a robot chose the same answer 

as the participant each time after the participant made a choice and showed the sentence, “I also 

chose the same statement. Your answer was [the participant’s choice]. My answer was [the 

participant’s choice].” In the different condition, a robot chose the other answer and stated, “I 

chose the different statement. Your answer was [the participant’s choice]. My answer was [the 

opposite choice of the participant’s choice].” For a manipulation check, we measured perceived 

dissimilarity related to the work styles. An index of six items was adapted from Zellmer-Bruhn et 

al. (2008) based on a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). 

Risk of Physical Danger 

Participants in the high-risk condition read a scenario in which they had to collaborate 

with the robot to load highly toxic and hazardous containers. In the low-risk condition, 

participants would help load wooden boxes. We measured perceived risk to capture an 

individual’s risk assessment. The scale was an index of six items from Kim and McGill (2011) 

and Jermier, Gaines, and McIntosh (1989) based on a 5-point scale (Appendix D). 

Dependent Variables 

There were two dependent variables: trust in co-worker and preference for working with 

a robot over a human co-worker. We captured trust in the robot co-worker using a six-item 

measure on a 5-point Likert scale (Jian et al., 2000). For the scales in human conditions, we 

adapted each item to the condition by replacing the word “robots” and the robot names with 

human names. Also, based on a three-item scale using a 5-point Likert scale, participants were 
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asked the indicate their preference for working with the co-worker. Preference for a human co-

worker over a robot was reversed to obtain preference for a robot (Appendix D). 

Control Variables 

Control variables included perceived level of knowledge of technologies relevant to 

robots and negative attitudes toward robots scale (NARS) (Nomura et al., 2006; You & Robert, 

2018a). In addition, control variables that were relevant to the warehouse workers were also 

included: job tenure, warehouse industry experience, job competency, and experience working 

with a robot. Finally, the study included perceived risk as a control variable (Appendix D).  

Procedure  

Participants logged on to a website and were randomly assigned to one of the 16 online 

conditions, which were followed by measurements of the dependent variables and demographic 

information. Figure 2 displays the overall experimental procedure for Study 1. 

Upon entering the experimental session, participants were greeted and asked to fill out a 

consent form. Participants were given brief instructions about the experimental procedure. In the 

instructions, participants were asked to read a scenario about collaboration with the robot and 

view accompanying illustrative images. On all the stimuli pages in the experiment, participants 

were unable to proceed until the “next” button appeared after the manipulations finished. This 

was to ensure that participants paid attention to the stimuli. 

For gender similarity, the robot’s and participant’s gender were matched based on the 

participant’s self-reported gender. For gender dissimilarity, participants were presented with a 

video of a robot that had a dissimilar gender. For the work style dissimilarity, participants were 

asked to choose responses to five questions about work styles. Immediately after the participant’s 

response to each of the questions, the robot’s choice was shown as either agreeing or disagreeing 
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with the participant, according to the assigned condition. After all the questions were shown, a 

summary table that compared the robot’s and the participant’s answers was displayed. Then, 

participants were exposed to risk manipulation through images and a written description 

Participants were asked to respond to the manipulation-check items along with attention-

check items to ensure that they paid attention to the experiment. A session was terminated for 

those who failed to pass the attention-check items. Finally, participants were asked to fill out a 

post-task questionnaire, which included dependent measures. Upon completion of the 

experiment, they were debriefed, paid 30 USD, and dismissed. 

Figure 2 

Experiment Procedure of Study 1 Experiment 

Data Analysis and Results 

Construct Reliability and Validity 

All constructs were found to be reliable and valid. Perceived work style dissimilarity (α = 

0.98) and perceived risk were also reliable (α = 0.91). Knowledge of technology relevant to 

robots (α = 0.91) and NARS (α = 0.87) were also reliable. Both dependent variables were 

reliable: co-worker trust (α = 0.93) along with a preference for a robot over a human co-worker 

(α = 0.76). 

We assessed convergent and discriminant validity in multiple ways. First, exploratory 

factor analysis demonstrated discriminant and convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 
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Also, we tested correlations among the constructs to ensure discriminant and convergent validity 

(see Appendix E). Correlations among the variables were below the square root of the average 

variance extracted (AVEs), demonstrating discriminant validity. Second, all constructs’ AVEs in 

our model were well above 0.50, which further demonstrates convergent validity (see Appendix 

E) (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

Manipulation Checks 

To check the manipulation of gender dissimilarity, we asked participants to identify the 

gender of their co-workers. All participants correctly identified the gender of the co-worker. The 

work style manipulation was also successful, such that the perceived similarity was lower in the 

dissimilar work style condition (M = 1.98, SD = 0.99) than in the similar work style condition 

(M = 4.33, SD = 0.70, t(345) = 25.58, p < 0.001). Risk manipulation was successful; perceived 

risk was higher in the high-risk condition (M = 4.34, SD = 0.56) than in the low-risk condition 

(M = 3.19, SD = 0.73, t(345) = 16. 45, p < 0.001). 

Results 

Based on Levene’s test for the homogeneity of variance, co-worker trust across 

conditions did not have homogeneous variance (F(1, 345) = 7.08, p < 0.01). This violated one of 

the assumptions underlying the use of ordinary least squares (OLS). To address this issue, we 

employed generalized least squares (GLS) using SPSS 26. GLS is used in situations when the 

OLS estimator is not BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) (Hansen, 2007). 

H1 posited that the negative effect of gender dissimilarity on trust would be stronger with 

a robot co-worker. The moderation effect was significant for gender dissimilarity (B = –0.39, p < 

0.05; Table 1). Figure 3a depicts the moderation effect supporting an increased negative effect of 

gender dissimilarity on trust. Therefore, H1 was supported. 
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IV 
Dependent Variable: Trust in Co-worker 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI 

Constant 3.63*** 0.05 3.53 3.73 3.9*** 0.12 3.68 4.17 3.96*** 0.14 3.67 4.24 

Control Variables 
Age -0.05 0.06 -0.17 0.08 -0.06 0.06 -0.18 0.06 -0.07 0.06 -0.18 0.05 
Education -0.06 0.05 -0.17 0.04 -0.04 0.05 -0.14 0.06 -0.04 0.05 -0.14 0.06 
KnowTech 0.15* 0.06 0.03 0.27 0.14* 0.06 0.3 0.25 0.15** 0.06 0.03 0.26 
PercRisk 0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.17 0.08 0.07 -0.06 0.22 0.10 0.07 -0.04 0.23 
NARS -0.11† 0.05 -0.21 0.00 0.07 0.05 -0.17 0.03 -0.07 0.05 -0.17 0.03 
RobotExp 0.13* 0.06 0.01 0.26 0.11† 0.06 -0.01 0.23 0.11* 0.06 -0.01 0.23 
IndusExp -0.29 0.08 -0.18 0.12 -0.03 0.07 -0.17 0.11 -0.04 0.07 -0.18 0.10 
CurJobTen 0.11 0.07 -0.04 0.25 0.08 0.07 -0.06 0.22 0.09 0.07 -0.06 0.22 
JobComp 0.08 0.05 -0.02 0.18 0.10* 0.05 0.01 0.19 0.10* 0.05 0.01 0.19 

Main Effects 
Co-worker Type 0.17† 0.10 -0.03 0.36 0.12 0.18 -0.23 0.47 
Gender Dissimilarity 0.03 0.10 -0.16 0.22 0.21 0.13 -0.05 0.47 
Work Style Dissimilarity -0.58*** 0.10 -0.78 -0.39 -0.77*** 0.14 -1.04 -0.50
Risk of Physical Danger -0.19 0.14 -0.46 0.08 -0.22 0.14 -0.48 0.05 

Interaction 
Co-worker Type x Gender Dissimilarity -0.39* 0.19 -0.76 -0.01
Co-worker Type x Work Style Dissimilarity 0.40* 0.19 0.02 0.78

Goodness of Fit 
AIC 949.35 921.69 917.41 
Df 9 13 15 
χ2 33.77 69.47 77.74 

Note. N = 347, † p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
PercRisk: Perceived Risk, RobotExp: Experience of Working with Robots, IndusExp: Industry Experience, CurJobTen: Current 
Job Tenure, JobComp: Job Competency. 
Co-worker Type, Gender dissimilarity, Work Style dissimilarity, and Risk of Physical Danger were coded as binary 
(0 = human/low, 1 = robot/high). Control variables were standardized. 
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H2 posited a weaker effect of work style dissimilarity on trust in a robot co-worker. The 

moderation effect was significant for work style dissimilarity (B = –0.39, p < 0.05). As seen in 

Figure 3b, work style dissimilarity demonstrated a stronger impact on trust in a human co-

worker, whereas its effect was weaker in a robot co-worker. These results suggest that co-worker 

type moderates work-style dissimilarity on trust in a co-worker, which supports H2. 

Table 1 

Results of GLS for Trust in Co-worker
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Figure 3 
Interaction Effect: (a) Co-worker Type and Gender Dissimilarity on Swift Trust and (b) Co-
worker Type and Work Style Dissimilarity on Swift Trust 

(a)  (b)

Table 2 
Results of GLS for Preference for Robot 

IV Dependent Variable: Preference for Robot over Human 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI 
Constant 2.82*** 0.06 2.71 2.94 2.20*** 0.12 1.97 2.43 2.30*** 0.10 2.10 2.49 

Control Variables 
Age -0.02 0.07 -0.16 0.13 -0.08 0.06 -0.20 0.04 -0.04 0.05 -0.14 0.06
Education 0.07 0.06 -0.05 0.20 0.05 0.05 -0.05 0.16 0.00 0.04 -0.08 0.08
KnowTech 0.11 0.07 -0.03 0.25 0.10† 0.06 -0.02 0.22 0.07 0.05 -0.02 0.17
PercRisk 0.10 0.06 -0.01 0.22 0.06 0.07 -0.07 0.19 0.03 0.05 -0.07 0.14
NARS -0.14* 0.06 -0.26 -0.03 -0.15*** 0.05 -0.25 -0.04 -0.08 0.04 -0.16 0.00
RobotExp -0.08 0.07 -0.21 0.06 -0.02 0.06 -0.14 0.10 0.01 0.05 -0.08 0.11
IndusExp 0.01 0.09 -0.18 0.19 0.08 0.08 -0.07 0.24 0.06 0.06 -0.06 0.18
CurJobTen 0.03 0.10 -0.16 0.23 -0.02 0.08 -0.19 0.15 -0.03 0.06 -0.15 0.09
JobComp -0.08 0.06 -0.21 0.05 -0.04 0.05 -0.14 0.07 -0.06 0.04 -0.14 0.02

Main Effects
Co-worker Type 1.07*** 0.11 0.85 1.29 0.92*** 0.08 0.76 1.08 
Gender Dissimilarity 0.01 0.10 -0.19 0.21 0.03 0.08 -0.13 0.19
Work Style Dissimilarity 0.17 0.11 -0.04 0.38 0.16 0.09 -0.01 0.32
Risk of Physical Danger 0.01 0.14 -0.26 0.28 0.08 0.11 -0.13 0.30
Trust in Co-worker -0.29*** 0.06 -0.40 -0.18 -0.56*** 0.05 -0.66 -0.45

Interaction 
Trust in Co-worker x Co-worker Type 1.19*** 0.08 1.03 1.36 

Goodness of Fit 
AIC 1042.23 961.81 799.12 
Df 9 14 15 
χ2 15.97 107.05 261.57 

Note. N = 347, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
Co-worker Type, Gender dissimilarity, Work Style dissimilarity, and Risk of Physical Danger were coded as binary 
(0 = human/low, 1 = robot/high). Control variables were standardized.
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Figure 4 
Interaction Effect: Co-worker Type and Trust on Preference for Robot 

H3 posited that co-worker type moderates the relationship between trust in a co-worker 

and preference for a robot over a human co-worker (Table 2). Specifically, we hypothesized that 

individuals would prefer a robot co-worker as trust in the robot increased, whereas their 

preference for a robot co-worker would be reduced as trust in a human co-worker increased. 

Results confirmed that there was an interaction effect between co-worker type and trust in the 

co-worker (B = 1.19, p < 0.001). As seen in Figure 4, when a co-worker was a robot, trust 

positively predicted the preference for working with a robot (H3a). In contrast, the increases in 

trust in a human co-worker decreased the preference for a robot over a human co-worker (H3b). 

Therefore, H3 was supported. 

STUDY 2 

Although Study 1 provided support for the research model, it had five limitations that 

Study 2 was designed to address. First, Study 1 did not include a measure of ascribed 

dissimilarity in co-worker type to determine whether participants viewed the robot co-worker as 

more or less human than the human co-worker. Study 2 addressed this by examining perceptions 

of anthropomorphism as a manipulation check to determine whether participants did distinguish 

robots from human co-workers. Second, gender dissimilarity was always shown before work-

style dissimilarity in Study 1, introducing potential ordering effects. In Study 2, gender and work 

style dissimilarity manipulations were shown to participants in random order. Third, work style 
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dissimilarity was manipulated by asking all the work style questions in the same order and 

showing the comparison between the participant’s choice and the co-worker’s choice after each 

response. This repeated response might overly influence the participant. In Study 2, participants 

saw a comparison table of the responses only once after finishing all eight questions. Fourth, in 

Study 1, participants were completely similar or completely dissimilar with regard to work-style 

manipulation. This might be unrealistic and might not have made sense to participants that their 

co-workers would totally agree or disagree with them in all the work style questions. In Study 2, 

the co-worker’s responses were programmed to be the same as or different from the participant’s 

in seven questions, while one question was always programmed to be the opposite, ensuring that 

there was never any total agreement or disagreement. Finally, Study 1 used binary measures of 

gender and work style dissimilarities; however, perceptions of dissimilarities may vary along a 

continuum. Study 2 instead used continuum measures of perceived dissimilarity.  

In addition, to address the shortcomings of Study 1, Study 2 had two other changes to 

extend the findings of Study 1. First, to extend the generalizability of the results, Study 2 used 

personality as the achieved dissimilarity manipulation. Personality is one of the most salient and 

stable demographic factors in work relationships (Liao et al., 2008). Moreover, research on robot 

personality suggests that extraversion/introversion is one of the most believable, salient, and 

prompt personality traits to capture in human–robot interaction (Robert et al., 2020). Second, 

Study 1’s swift trust measurement was adapted from the HRI literature and may not have 

captured swift trust relevant to work relationships specifically. In Study 2, we measured swift 

trust using situational normality, which refers to the perception that the other is trustworthy and 

dependable and one is comfort with the other’s roles in a particular setting (McKnight et al., 

1998; Mcknight et al., 2011). Situational normality in IS research has been measured in swift 
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trust by capturing the feeling of comfort while working or interacting with a teammate in a 

particular setting (Robert et al., 2009) or as initial trusting beliefs of the comfort and confidence 

in one's teammates in a specific setting (Crisp & Jarvenpaa, 2013). Our measurement of swift 

trust in study 2 is consistent with these approaches. 

Design and Participants 

As a result, Study 2 employed a 2 (ascribed dissimilarity: robot vs. human) × 2 (ascribed 

dissimilarity: same vs. different gender) × 2 (achieved dissimilarity: same vs. different 

personality) design. We recruited 422 U.S. participants who had worked in a warehouse from 

CloudResearch, another market panel company. This was to ensure the generalizability of our 

findings by recruiting a sample through a different company. Participants were asked to verify 

their work experience by providing the name and location of the warehouse. The sample size was 

beyond our 126 target for a medium effect size of 0.25 based on a G*Power (alpha = 0.05; power 

= 0.8) (Faul et al., 2009). See Appendix A for more details. 

Independent Variables 

Similar to Study 2, there were three independent variables in Study 2: Co-worker type 

(ascribed) dissimilarity, gender (ascribed) dissimilarity, and personality (achieved) dissimilarity. 

The manipulations of co-worker type and gender dissimilarity were identical to those in Study 2. 

The risk manipulation was not included in Study 2 because of its non-significance in Study 1. 

In Study 2, we used the statements regarding extraversion adapted from the Big Five 

Inventory for the personality manipulation (McCrae & John, 1992). Participants were given a 

series of eight statements representing extrovert personality (see Appendix C for the statements). 

In the similar personality condition, a robot chose the same answer as the participant each time 

after the participant made a choice and showed the sentence, “I also chose the same statement. 
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Your answer was [the participant’s choice]. My answer was [the participant’s choice].” In the 

different personality condition, a robot chose the other answer and stated, “I chose the different 

statement. Your answer was [the participant’s choice]. My answer was [the opposite choice of 

the participant’s choice].” The extraversion statements were shown in random order. For a 

manipulation check, we measured perceived dissimilarity related to extroversion. An index of 

five items was asked based on a 5-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree) (see 

Appendix D for measurement items). 

Dependent and Control Variables 

Swift trust in co-worker was measured using an index of four items on a 5-point Likert 

scale (Mcknight et al., 2011). Similar to Study 1, we adapted each item to the condition by using 

the word “robot” for the robot co-worker condition and “human” for the human co-worker 

condition. Also, preference for working with the co-worker was captured in the same way used 

in Study 1. We added the degree of warehouse working experience and the Individual 

Differences Measure of Anthropomorphism (IDAQ; Waytz et al., 2010) as control variables. The 

IDAQ captures the possibility of stable individual differences in perceiving humanlike qualities 

of non-human objects and has been widely used to rule out the effects of individual dispositions 

regarding anthropomorphism (Waytz et al., 2010) (see Appendix D for measurement items). 

Task and Procedure 

Study 2 employed the same task and robots used in Study 1. As in Study 1, participants 

were asked to be immersed in the hypothetical scenario. As stated above, in Study 2, the 

manipulations of gender and personality dissimilarities were shown in random order. About half 

of the participants in Study 2 were exposed to gender dissimilarity manipulations first and then 

personality dissimilarity, while others were exposed to them in reverse order (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5  
Experiment Procedure of Study 2 

Data Analysis and Results 

Construct Reliability and Validity 

We used the same approaches as in Study 1 to assess reliability and validity. All latent 

variables demonstrated good reliability with Cronbach’s α greater than 0.70. The factor loadings 

demonstrated discriminant and convergent validity (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). All measured 

variables in the model showed AVEs well above the threshold of 0.50 and loadings without 

cross-loading values greater than 0.40. Study 2’s measurement model is found in Appendix E. 

Manipulation Checks 

Gender manipulation was done by asking participants to indicate the degree to which the 

co-worker’s gender was similar to or dissimilar from theirs (1 = very similar to me, 5 = very 

different from me). The gender dissimilarity manipulation was successful. Perceived gender 

dissimilarity was lower in the similar gender condition (M = 1.84, SD = 1.26) than in the 

dissimilar gender condition (M = 4.64, SD = 0.88, t(420) = 26.32, p < 0.001). Personality 

dissimilarity manipulation was also successful. Participants in the similar personality condition 

had lower perceived dissimilarity (M = 2.28, SD = 0.95) than participants in the dissimilar 

personality condition (M = 4.56, SD = 0.64, t(420) = 28.97, p < 0.001). Finally, we measured 

perceived anthropomorphism to ensure the manipulation of the robot and the human co-worker 
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using an index of six items adapted from Waytz, Cacioppo, and Epley (2010). Results showed 

lower degrees of anthropomorphism in the robot co-worker (M = 2.15, SD = 0.86) than in the 

human co-worker condition (M = 4.37, SD = 0.69, t(420) = 28.89, p < 0.001). 

Results 

Co-worker trust variance was not homogeneous across the conditions based on Levene’s 

test (F(1, 420) = 15.60, p < 0.01). As such, we employed GLS, as in Study 1, for Study 2. The 

moderation effect of co-worker type was significant for gender dissimilarity (B = –0.20, p < 

0.05) but not for personality dissimilarity (B = –0.09, p = 0.34; Table 3). 

Table 3  
Results of GLS for H1 and H2 in Study 2 

IV 
Dependent Variable: Swift Trust in Co-worker 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI 

Constant 3.90*** 0.05 3.81 4.00 4.01*** 0.15 3.72 4.31 4.06*** 0.15 3.76 4.36 

Control Variables 
Age -0.07 0.06 -0.18 0.05 -0.08 0.06 -0.19 0.03 -0.08 0.06 -0.19 0.03
Education 0.09† 0.05 -0.01 0.19 0.10* 0.05 0.01 0.19 0.11* 0.05 0.01 0.20 
Gender -0.05 0.05 -0.15 0.05 -0.07 0.05 -0.16 0.02 -0.07 0.05 -0.17 0.02
KnowTech -0.02 0.05 -0.13 0.09 -0.08 0.05 -0.19 0.02 -0.09 0.05 -0.19 0.02
IndusExp 0.12† 0.07 -0.02 0.26 0.13† 0.07 0.00 0.27 0.14* 0.07 0.01 0.27 
CurJobTen -0.11† 0.06 -0.23 0.00 -0.11† 0.06 -0.22 0.01 -0.12* 0.06 -0.24 -0.01
WHExp -0.01 0.05 -0.11 0.09 -0.02 0.05 -0.11 0.08 -0.01 0.05 -0.11 0.09
IDAQ 0.02 0.05 -0.08 0.11 0.00 0.05 -0.09 0.09 0.00 0.05 -0.09 0.09
NARS -0.30** 0.05 -0.40 -0.21 -0.36** 0.05 -0.46 -0.26 -0.36** 0.05 -0.46 -0.27
RobotExp 0.04 0.06 -0.07 0.15 0.06 0.05 -0.05 0.16 0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.17

Main Effects 
Co-worker Type -0.09 0.17 -0.42 0.25 -0.11 0.17 -0.44 0.23
Perceived Anthropomorphism 0.22** 0.08 0.06 0.38 0.20* 0.08 0.04 0.37 
Gender Dissimilarity 0.29† 0.15 -0.01 0.59 0.27† 0.15 -0.03 0.57
Personality Dissimilarity -0.40* 0.17 -0.73 -0.08 -0.42* 0.17 -0.75 -0.09
Perceived Gender Dissimilarity -0.13† 0.08 -0.28 0.03 -0.01 0.10 -0.20 0.17
Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 0.04 0.09 -0.13 0.21 0.09 0.10 -0.10 0.29

Interaction 
Co-worker Type x Perceived Gender Dissimilarity -0.20* 0.10 -0.39 -0.01
Co-worker Type x Perceived Personality Dissimilarity -0.09 0.10 -0.28 0.10

Goodness of Fit 
AIC 1207.32 1175.52 1173.80 
Df 10 16 18 
χ2 47.14 90.95 96.67 

Note. N = 422, † p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
IndusExp: Industry Experience, CurJobTen: Current Job Tenure, WHExp: Warehouse Experience, IDAQ: Individual 
Differences Measure of Anthropomorphism, NARS: Negative Attitudes toward Robots, RobotExp: Experience of Working 
with Robots. Co-worker Type, Gender Dissimilarity, and Personality Dissimilarity are coded binary (0 = human/same, 1 = 
robot/different). All measured variables are standardized. 
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Table 4  
Results of GLS for H3 in Study 2 

IV 
Dependent Variable: Preference for Robot over Human 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI 

Constant 2.44 0.05 2.34 2.54 2.04 0.13 1.78 2.30 1.93 0.11 1.71 2.15 

Control Variables 
Age -0.10† 0.06 -0.21 0.01 -0.07 0.05 -0.18 0.04 -0.07 0.05 -0.17 0.02
Education -0.01 0.05 -0.10 0.08 0.00 0.04 -0.09 0.08 -0.01 0.04 -0.09 0.07
Gender -0.15* 0.05 -0.25 -0.06 -0.11* 0.05 -0.20 -0.02 -0.07† 0.04 -0.15 0.01
KnowTech -0.03 0.05 -0.13 0.08 -0.01 0.05 -0.11 0.09 0.03 0.04 -0.05 0.11
IndusExp 0.16* 0.07 0.03 0.29 0.10† 0.06 -0.01 0.22 0.16** 0.05 0.06 0.27 
CurJobTen -0.02 0.05 -0.12 0.08 0.00 0.04 -0.09 0.08 -0.07 0.04 -0.16 0.02
WHExp 0.09† 0.05 -0.01 0.18 0.06 0.04 -0.02 0.15 0.07† 0.04 0.00 0.15 
IDAQ 0.07 0.05 -0.03 0.16 0.08† 0.04 -0.01 0.16 0.08† 0.04 0.00 0.16 
NARS -0.51** 0.05 -0.60 -0.41 -0.40** 0.05 -0.49 -0.31 -0.29** 0.04 -0.37 -0.21
RobotExp 0.09† 0.05 -0.01 0.19 0.05 0.05 -0.04 0.15 0.03 0.04 -0.06 0.11

Main Effects 
Co-worker Type 0.72** 0.15 0.42 1.02 0.90** 0.14 0.62 1.18 
Perceived Anthropomorphism 0.02 0.08 -0.14 0.18 0.03 0.07 -0.11 0.18
Gender Dissimilarity 0.01 0.15 -0.28 0.29 0.11 0.13 -0.14 0.36
Personality Dissimilarity -0.01 0.16 -0.32 0.30 0.01 0.12 -0.23 0.26
Perceived Gender Dissimilarity -0.03 0.07 -0.18 0.12 -0.04 0.07 -0.17 0.09
Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 0.00 0.08 -0.15 0.16 0.01 0.06 -0.11 0.13
Trust in Co-worker 0.04 0.05 -0.06 0.14 -0.33** 0.07 -0.46 -0.20

Interaction 
Co-worker Type x Trust in Co-worker 0.73** 0.08 0.57 0.89 

Goodness of Fit 
AIC 1172.90 1134.04 1063.90 
Df 10 17 18 
χ2 110.28 163.145 235.28 

Note. N = 422, † p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
IndusExp: Industry Experience, CurJobTen: Current Job Tenure, WHExp: Warehouse Experience, IDAQ: Individual 
Differences Measure of Anthropomorphism, NARS: Negative Attitudes toward Robots, RobotExp: Experience of Working 
with Robots. Co-worker Type, Gender Dissimilarity, and Personality Dissimilarity are coded binary (0 = human/same, 1 = 
robot/different). All measured variables are standardized. 

Figure 6  
Interaction Effect: (a) Perceived Gender Difference and Co-worker Type on Swift Trust and (b) 
Trust in Co-worker and Co-worker Type on Preference for Robot over Human in Study 2 
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The moderation effect is illustrated in Figure 6a, demonstrating a stronger negative effect 

of perceived gender dissimilarity on robot co-worker trust than human co-worker trust. The 

preference for a robot over a human co-worker was similar to findings in Study 1 (Table 4 and 

Figure 6b). Hypotheses testing results from Studies 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5  
Summary of Hypotheses Testing 

Hypothesis Study 1 Study 2 

H1 The negative effect of ascribed dissimilarities in gender on swift trust in a co-worker is 
stronger for a robot co-worker than for a human co-worker. Supported Supported 

H2 The negative effect of achieved dissimilarities on swift trust in a co-worker is weaker for 
a robot co-worker than for a human co-worker. Supported Not 

Supported 

H3 (a) Swift trust in a robot co-worker increases the preference for working with a robot, (b)
while swift trust in a human co-worker decreases it. Supported Supported 

DISCUSSION 

This study has three overarching findings based on types of co-worker dissimilarities 

from the perspective of RDT. First, impacts regarding RDT with a robot co-worker appear to 

unfold differently with a human co-worker. Second, the type of dissimilarity matters. For a robot 

co-worker, the negative impacts of ascribed dissimilarity become stronger, while the negative 

impacts of achieved dissimilarity become weaker. Finally, swift trust in a robot co-worker leads 

to a preference for working with a robot co-worker over a human. In contrast, swift trust in a 

human co-worker reduces the preference for working with a robot co-worker. 

Although results from both experiments are generally similar, we should note that H2 had 

mixed results across the two studies. H2, in Study1, was supported in that achieved dissimilarity 

had weaker effects on trust in a robot than in a human co-worker. However, the moderation 

effect was not found in Study 2. One possible explanation for the insignificant results is that 

personality dissimilarity as achieved dissimilarity is less relevant to the context of warehouse 

work when compared to the work style used in Study 1. Based on these findings, we cautiously 
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conclude that the effects of achieved dissimilarity and co-worker type might be contingent upon 

the kind of achieved dissimilarity (i.e., the relevance to the work context). 

Implications for Theory and Research 

First, this paper answers recent calls for more theorizing on AI-ET by examining 

collaborations with a robot co-worker based on RDT. The widespread introduction of technology 

with the potential for social agency (i.e., robots) requires new theorizing in areas, such as the 

changing role of both humans and AI-ET  in work contexts and how we should leverage the new 

relationships for better outcomes (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Seeber et al., 2020). Our 

contribution to theorizing on AI-ET comes from examining different types of dissimilarity based 

on RDT, such as co-worker type (i.e., robot vs. human), gender, work style, and personality. In 

particular, we examined the impacts of dissimilarities not only between human co-workers but 

also between a human and a robot co-worker, allowing for an examination of how RDT unfolds 

in human and AI-ET relationships. By doing so, this study goes beyond the existing literature on 

the impacts of dissimilarity between human co-workers through technology (Liao et al., 2008; 

Robert et al., 2018; Van der Vegt & Van de Vliert, 2005) and provides an initial understanding 

of how dissimilarity impacts collaborations with technology as a social agent. Therefore, our 

findings contribute to the next-generation theorizing on collaborations involving AI-ET and the 

future of work as the recent calls for more attention on this direction in IS research (Berente et 

al., 2021; Burton-Jones et al., 2021; Fügener et al., 2021). 

In this sense, this paper demonstrates the potential for further exploring the impacts of 

ascribed dissimilarity between humans and AI-ET. Past research on traditional technologies 

tends to view humans as users and technologies as tools, presuming that humans possess primacy 

based on their control and supervision over technologies (Schuetz & Venkatesh, 2020). On the 
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other hand, recent research has proposed that humans lose their supremacy over technology by 

delegating work and reducing human intervention (Baird & Maruping, 2021; Rai et al., 2019). 

Despite the recent acknowledgment of the importance of relative characteristics between humans 

and AI-ET, more theorizing is needed to explore this area fully. Thus, future research could 

explore the impact of RDT on trust in the AI co-workers when AI-ET elicits the perception of 

similar agency based on advanced machine agency as part of a human–AI hybrid system 

(Fügener et al., 2021; Rai et al., 2019). For instance, increases in machine agency can lead to 

increases in mind attribution (Banks, 2020). However, increases in machine agency can also 

impact other less explored areas (e.g., emotional attachment) that also need to be examined. 

Second, the study has implications for collaboration research on dissimilarity. Achieved 

dissimilarity has long been acknowledged by collaboration scholars as a double edge sword 

(Williams, 2001). On the one hand, providing unique and valuable information promotes group 

performance. On the other hand, it decreases trust in collaborators and hinders the ultimate use of 

unique information. However, we reported that the negative effect of achieved dissimilarity was 

weaker when channeled through a robot co-worker than with a human. This implies that the 

effects of achieved dissimilarities may be harnessed and leveraged when introduced through AI-

ET rather than a human collaborator. For instance, injecting achieved dissimilarities into AI-ET 

co-workers could increase the chance that the human collaborator uses this information. To this 

end, leveraging achieved dissimilarity and taking advantage of it should be interesting for the 

next-generation theorizing uniquely in the human-AI hybrid systems (Rai et al., 2019). Future 

research is needed to explore this area further. 

Furthermore, this paper questions the advantages of promoting the perception of machine 

agency. Most research on human interactions with AI-ET suggests that there are psychological 
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and work-related outcomes that benefit from humans viewing technology as human-like (i.e., 

anthropomorphizing) (Natarajan & Gombolay, 2020; Waytz et al., 2010). This often requires 

efforts to make AI-ET humanlike, essentially obscuring the dissimilarities between machines and 

humans at work. However, our findings imply that there may be an unseen benefit to viewing 

AI-ET as less than humans and more machines keeping the AI-ET dissimilar from humans, such 

as the weakened negative effects of ascribed dissimilarity. We believe that future research is 

needed that both acknowledges and seeks to explore further this duality of promoting machine 

agency when examining human and AI-ET interactions. For example, research may seek to 

identify when the benefits associated with viewing AI-ET as an equal outweigh the negatives.  

Finally, our study goes beyond the previous literature while complementing and 

extending it by demonstrating a comparative benefit of considering two types of trust in 

determining one’s preference for a robot over a human co-worker. Specifically, we demonstrated 

that preference for a robot over a human co-worker could be altered by not only trust in a robot 

co-worker but also by trust in a human co-worker. It would appear that promoting trust in a 

human co-worker is likely to be associated with a decrease in the preference for a robot over a 

human co-worker. In other words, trust in a human co-worker can hamper one’s preference for a 

robot co-worker. Results of this study also imply that humans working with a human co-worker 

whom they perceive to be different from themselves might be more open to working with a robot 

co-worker, especially if they perceive that robot co-worker to be similar to themselves. Likewise, 

humans working with a human co-worker whom they perceive to be similar to themselves might 

be less open to working with a robot co-worker, especially if they perceive that robot co-worker 

to be different from themselves.  
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Previous findings on trust in robots only examined trust in a robot to predict intentions of 

future interaction (Gaudiello et al., 2016; Hancock et al., 2011; Natarajan & Gombolay, 2020). 

Such trends were found in the IS literature, where trust in technology provided insights into 

promoting the adoption of a particular technology by an individual or an organization (Komiak 

& Benbasat, 2006). However, unlike the previous technology adoption studies, robot co-workers 

are likely to be used in place of existing human co-workers and regarded as an alternative. 

Individuals will encounter situations where they have to choose between a human co-worker and 

a robotic alternative and, conversely, compete to be chosen versus a robot by their human co-

workers (Fraune et al., 2019; Kshirsagar et al., 2019). In this case, preference for a robot over a 

human co-worker can better be explained with trust in a human co-worker considered as well as 

trust in a robot. Therefore, our findings suggest that intentions to work with AI-ET should be 

understood by considering the comparative preferences between a robot and a human co-worker. 

Implications for Practice 

First, managers can promote the acceptance of robots in the workplace by leveraging 

similarities between humans and robots. Given that it is increasingly inevitable for organizations 

to include robots in their workforce, social dynamics and psychology between humans and 

robots will be equally crucial to those among human workers (Vreede & Briggs, 2019; You & 

Robert, 2023). The results of this study indicate that robots should be designed to minimize the 

adverse impacts of dissimilarity and ensure higher levels of trust. For instance, a workplace 

where most employees are women might adopt a robot displaying female characteristics to 

promote ad hoc membership and trust in the robot. Likewise, different gender and work styles 

between an individual and a robot co-worker were found to be less effective in eliciting swift 

trust in the robot co-worker.  Hence, managers and organizations can benefit from embedding 
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employee-specific characteristics into robotic co-workers. 

Second, our results suggest that organizations planning to adopt robots alongside their 

human workers must secure high levels of worker trust in robot co-workers. However, given that 

trust in human co-workers decreases preference for working with a robot co-worker, 

organizations should be cautious about deploying robots to work sites where human workers 

have already established highly trusting relationships. It is possible that, because of the high 

levels of trust in existing human co-workers, workers might be repulsed by robots that would 

replace their existing human co-workers. Disrupting trusted relationships among workers might 

cause adverse effects on various aspects of workers’ minds and behaviors, such as psychological 

well-being, task performance, and even employee turnover (Costa et al., 2009; De Jong et al., 

2016; Spector & Jones, 2004). On the other hand, organizations might benefit from the trust 

established between a human and a robot co-worker when trust among human workers is not 

high. The deployment of robots can be particularly effective and smooth in organizations that 

have employees with short job tenure. We recommend that organizations assess their workers' 

trust levels to create a cohesive workforce that includes both robots and humans. 

Third, managers face tradeoffs between the potential and problems associated with the 

use of relational demography as a design intervention with robotic co-workers. On the one hand, 

designing robotic co-workers to be similar to their human co-workers can enhance trust and, 

ultimately, their acceptance (You & Robert, 2018b). On the one hand, there are problems 

associated with humans building emotional bonds with their robots. Past research has shown that 

humans are less willing to put robots in harm's way, even when the robot’s purpose is to be 

employed in a dangerous situation to avoid human harm (Carpenter, 2016). There is also 

evidence that humans can develop strong bonds with robots which can create subgroups in 
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human-robot teams (You & Robert, 2023). Managers should be aware of potential privacy and 

security issues related to the use of relational demography. Humans are more likely to let their 

guard down and disclose private and sensitive information with robotic co-workers. Robots can 

easily be used to collect information from human co-workers without their knowledge or 

personal consent. For example, OpenAI’s ChatGPT and Google’s Bard have benefited from data 

based on countless human interactions. Yet, it is not clear whether those involved were aware of 

nor gave consent to use their data. In all, managers must acknowledge the potential ethical issues 

associated with promoting the bond between their employees and robots. 

Finally, our results can broadly speak to the recent AI bill of rights released by the US 

White House. The document proposes a framework for developing and deploying automated 

systems, including AI-ET and robots, for the public (Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights | OSTP, 

2022). In particular, the principle of safe and effective AI systems urges that humans’ safety and 

well-being should be the priority in employing AI-ET in various contexts. Trust in robotic co-

workers is the basis of physical and psychological safety in robot-enabled workplaces (Maurtua 

et al., 2017). In this sense, according to the bill, our results regarding the importance of 

harnessing trust in robotic co-workers and AI-ET may provide an actionable guideline for 

organizations to achieve the safe and effective use of AI-ET at work. 

Limitations 

This study is not without limitations. First, it was conducted using two online 

experiments to examine interactions with robots based on pre-recorded videos. Although online 

experiments using videos are widely used and validated in studies of interaction with robots, the 

results might be different in situations where individuals interact with real robots. To this end, a 

field study by interviewing and observing workers might address some of such shortcomings of 
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experimental studies (Beane & Orlikowski, 2015). For instance, perceptions of dissimilarities 

could be captured in more nuanced ways instead of individuals’ self-reports, potentially avoiding 

response biases from controlled experimental manipulations. 

Second, we used warehouses as the experimental context because of the rapid adoption of 

robots in such work contexts (Shead, 2017). It is possible that task types and characteristics, such 

as physical and knowledge-based factors, play a role in predicting the inherent preference for a 

particular type of co-workers and robots. For instance, given the physical nature of the 

warehouse tasks, individuals might prefer co-workers who are physically more capable for better 

work efficiency. Future research could explore the impact of task types and characteristics 

altering the findings on RDT with co-workers. 

Third, the two experiments paid their participants different amounts of compensation. 

The difference was because market survey companies for each study had different selection 

criteria and pricing for their panels. However, our results from Study 1 and Study 2 were 

generally consistent, indicating that the issue is less likely to be a concern in our case. We also 

screened unqualified participants and removed incomplete observations from our final datasets. 

Still, our results might not be entirely free from potential biases from different compensation 

amounts, and we recommend caution for future studies (Beckford & Broome, 2007). 

Finally, this study examined only one aspect of each dissimilarity. Perceptions of 

dissimilarity can be elicited by many factors other than the ones used in this paper, such as place 

of origin, ad hoc membership, abilities, and knowledge (Robert, 2013; Van der Vegt & Van de 

Vliert, 2005). Also, the salience of dissimilarity might not be uniform but differ by type and how 

they are presented, in that, for instance, achieved dissimilarity could be more or less salient than 

ascribed dissimilarity. Thus, we call for more research investigating the impacts of RDT in 
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various aspects to enhance our understanding of teamwork with robots further. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on RDT, this study examined the impacts of ascribed and achieved dissimilarities 

between an individual and a robot co-worker on trust in the robot and preference for working 

with a robot co-worker over a human co-worker. Results from two controlled experiments 

showed moderation effects of ascribed dissimilarity in co-worker type, such that ascribed 

dissimilarity in gender and achieved dissimilarity in work style and personality between 

individuals and their co-workers yielded adverse effects on trust in a robot co-worker and a 

human co-worker. The adverse effects of achieved dissimilarity were observed with weaker 

intensity in the participants’ relationships with robot co-workers vs. with human co-workers. We 

further found that trust in a robot co-worker positively predicted a preference for working with a 

robot co-worker over a human counterpart. Overall, this research contributes to theory and 

practice regarding the development of a cohesive workforce involving both humans and robots. 
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APPENDIX A: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION OF STUDIES 1 AND 2 

Variable Study 1 Study 2 
Gender 

Male 172 (49.6) 190 (45.0) 
Female 175 (50.4) 232 (55.0) 

Age 
18-29 81 (23.4) 84 (19.9) 
30-39 109 (31.5) 156 (36.9) 
40-49 76 (22.0) 77 (18.2) 
50-59 59 (16.9) 59 (14.0) 
60-69 22 (6.5) 46 (10.7) 

Ethnicity 
White 231 (66.6) 317 (75.1) 
Black 57 (16.4) 46 (10.9) 
Asian 13 (3.7) 7 (1.7) 
American Indian or Alaska Native 3 (0.9) 33 (7.8) 
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander - 2 (0.5) 
Hispanic or Latino 43 (12.4) 17 (4.0) 

Education 
No college 76 (22.2) 51 (12.0) 
Attended college but did not finish 86 (24.8) 87 (20.6) 
College graduate 150 (43.3) 215 (51.0) 
Graduate degree 34 (9.8) 7 (1.7) 

Industry 
Manufacturing 158 (45.5) 47 (11.1) 
Automotive 23 (6.6) 8 (1.9) 
Consumer goods and packaging 22 (6.3) 24 (5.7) 
Shipping, distribution, and logistics 133 (38.3) 96 (22.7) 
Sales of goods - 46 (10.9) 
Technology - 95 (22.5) 
Service - 38 (9.0) 
Student - 50 (11.8) 
Other 11 (3.2) 18 (4.2) 

APPENDIX B: LINKS TO VIDEOS USED IN STUDIES 1 AND 2 

1. Robot male: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5bkZm6TFC4
2. Robot female: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWNfwgRf0Wk
3. Human male: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7daINZfvV9Q
4. Human female: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUypzOywRdo

APPENDIX C: VIGNETTES, IMAGES, AND DISSIMILARITY MANIPULATIONS

Study 1: You are an employee of “OKDepot Co. Ltd.,” a facility management company. Your job is to keep track of 
the inventory and ship and rearrange materials at a repository. Your company purchased a robot [person] to work 
with human workers like you at your repository. You will be introduced to the robot [person] that your company 
wants you to work with. 

Study 2: You are an employee of “OKDepot Co. Ltd.,” a facility management company. Your job is to keep track of 
the inventory and perform maintenance of the warehouse. Your company purchased a robot to work with human 
workers like you at your warehouse. You will be introduced to the robot that your company wants you to work with 
as a co-worker. 
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Example Images of Robots Taken from Videos (Studies 1 and 2) 

Manipulations of Co-worker Type (Studies 1 and 2) 

Robot Co-worker Human Co-worker 

Questions for Manipulation of Work Style Dissimilarity (Study 1) 

Dimension Choice 1 Choice 2 

Work Ethic 

It is okay to be 20 minutes late for a meeting because 
sometimes we cannot control unexpected events – 
traffic jams, medical conditions, etc. 

It is NOT okay to be 20 minutes late for a meeting 
because other team members’ time will be wasted 
due to the delay. 

In order to maintain a good team, performance is the 
most important thing. 

In order to maintain a good team, the relationship 
between team members is the most important thing. 

Efficiency is more important than effectiveness. Effectiveness is more important than efficiency. 

Work Habits 
I prefer to work in the morning and perform better 
during the day. I get the most work done in the 
morning. 

I prefer to work at night and perform better at night. I 
get the most work done in the evening. 

Communication 
Style 

Face-to-face communication is better and easier than 
mediated communication like telephone or Skype 
because it allows people to see one another’s face 
and read richer social cues. 

Mediated communication like telephone or Skype is 
better and easier because technologies allow people 
to communicate from a distance and in different time 
zones. 

Questions for Manipulation of Personality Dissimilarity (Study 2) 

Personality Dimension Personality Statements 

Extraversion 

I see myself as a person who is talkative. 
I see myself as a person who is rarely reserved. 
I see myself as a person who is full of energy. 
I see myself as a person who generates a lot of enthusiasm. 
I see myself as a person who tends to be loud. 
I see myself as a person who has an assertive personality. 
I see myself as a person who is rarely shy, inhibited. 
I see myself as a person who is outgoing, sociable. 

Note: Participants indicated their extraversion by expressing agreement with each of the statements. The statements were 
shown in random order. 
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APPENDIX D: MEASUREMENT ITEMS FOR STUDIES 1 AND 2 

Study Construct Items 

2 
Perceived 

Anthropomorphism 
(Waytz et al., 2010) 

The robot [person] appears to have a mind of their own. 

The robot [person] appears to have intentions. 

The robot [person] appears to have free will. 

The robot [person] appears to have consciousness. 

The robot [person] appears to have beliefs and desires. 

The robot [person] appears to have the ability to experience emotions. 

2 Perceived Gender 
Dissimilarity 

To what degree is the gender of the robot [person] similar or different from you? (Very similar to 
me to Very different from me) 

1 Perceived Work Style 
Dissimilarity 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] shares a similar work ethic with me. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] has similar work habits with me. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] has similar communication styles 
with me. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] has similar interaction styles with 
me. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] has a similar work style with me. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] and I have similar opinions 
regarding work. 

2 Perceived Personality 
Dissimilarity 

The robot [person] has a different personality than me. 

The robot [person] has different ways of thinking than me. 

The robot [person] seems to be an entity who has a different personality than I do. 

The robot [person] may behave in different ways than me. 

The robot [person] and I seem to have more differences in personality than similarities. 

1 Perceived Risk 

This is potentially a hazardous task. 

This task potentially involves physical danger. 

This task seems to be risky. 

There is a chance that something could go wrong and someone could be harmed. 

It is difficult to complete this task safely. 

I will be exposed to physical harm when carrying out this task. 

1 
Swift Trust in 

Co-worker 
(Jian et al. 2000) 

I am trustful of [the name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video]. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video]’s actions would not have a harmful 
or injurious outcome. 

I am confident in [the name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video]. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] provides security. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] is dependable. 

[The name of the human co-worker or the robot in the video] is reliable. 

2 
Swift Trust in 

Co-worker 
(McKnight et al., 2011) 

I would be totally comfortable working with this robot [person]. 

I would feel very good about how things go when I work with this robot [person]. 

I would feel confident that the right things will happen when I work with this robot [person]. 

It appears that things will be fine when I work with this robot [person]. 

1,2 Preference for Robot 
over Human 

For this job, I would prefer to work with [the name of the human co-worker or the robot in the 
video] instead of a human [robot]. 

For this job, I would rather replace a human [robot] with [the name of the human co-worker or 
the robot in the video]. 

For this job, I would rather team up with [the name of the human co-worker or the robot in the 
video] than a human [robot]. 
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Study Construct Items 

1,2 Knowledge of 
Relevant Technology 

How would you describe your knowledge of computer programming? 

How would you describe your knowledge of robotics? 

How would you describe your knowledge of artificial intelligence? 

1,2 Negative Attitudes 
Toward Robots 

I would hate the idea that robots or artificial intelligence were making judgments about things. 

I would feel very nervous just standing in front of a robot. 

I would feel paranoid talking with a robot. 

I would feel uneasy if robots really had emotions. 

I am concerned that a robot would be a bad influence on children. 

I feel that in the future, society will be dominated by robots. 

I would not feel relaxed talking with robots. 

If robots had emotions, I would not be able to make friends with them. 

I do not feel comfortable being with robots that have emotions. 

1,2 Experience Working 
with Robots 

How would you describe your experience of working with robots and automated machines at 
workplaces? (1 for never and 5 for always) 

1,2 Industry Tenure How long have you worked in your industry? (In the number of months) 

1,2 Current Job Tenure How long have you worked at your current workplace? (In the number of months) 

1 Job Competency How competent do you think you are at your workplace? (1 for extremely incompetent and 5 for 
extremely competent) 

2 Warehouse 
Experience 

To what degree are you familiar with working in logistics, warehouses, distribution centers, or 
fulfillment centers (including your past and current experiences)? (1 for extremely familiar and 5 
for not familiar at all) 

2 

Individual Differences 
Measure of  

Anthropomorphism 
(IDAQ from Waytz et 

al., 2010) 

Technologies and machines (e.g., computers, cars, television sets) have intentions. 

A mountain has free will. 

A television set experiences emotions. A robot has consciousness. 

A car has free will. 

The ocean has consciousness. 

A computer has a mind of its own. 

A tree has a mind of its own. 

The wind has intentions. 

APPENDIX E: CORRELATIONS AND FACTOR LOADINGS IN STUDIES 1 AND 2 
Correlation Matrix and AVEs in Study 1 

Construct M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. Co-worker Type 0.51 0.50 -

2. Gender Dissimilarity 0.49 0.50 -0.01 -

3. Work Style Dissimilarity 0.50 0.50 0.00 -0.01 -

4. Risk of Physical Danger 0.50 0.50 0.03 0.05 -0.04 -

5. Perceived Risk 3.77 0.87 -0.01 0.07 -0.03 0.66** 0.81

6. Age 39.46 12.24 0.18** -0.09 0.02 -0.11* -0.04 -

7. Education 3.79 1.36 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.08 0.11* -0.01 -

8. Knowledge on Technology 2.79 1.04 -0.09 0.08 -0.06 0.01 0.09 -0.21** 0.24** 0.86

9. Negative Attitude toward Robots 2.85 0.90 -0.12* -0.02 0.07 -0.01 0.09 -0.09 -0.10 -0.08 0.78

10. Current Job Tenure 83.31 83.23 0.12* -0.07 -0.06 -0.09 -0.04 0.52** 0.06 -0.04 -0.14* -

11. Industry Experience 114.27 105.97 0.08 -0.08 -0.05 -0.08 -0.03 0.58** 0.02 -0.05 -0.12* 0.75** -

12. Job Competency 4.20 1.31 -0.05 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.09 -0.04 0.13* 0.10 -0.01 0.01 0.02 -

13. Experience of Working with Robots 2.17 1.20 -0.14* 0.08 -0.10 0.04 0.10 -0.24** 0.16** 0.53** -0.04 -0.20** -0.14** 0.05 -

14. Trust in Co-worker 3.64 0.88 0.04 0.03 -0.36** 0.01 0.09 -0.08 0.02 0.27** -0.13* 0.04 -0.01 0.12* 0.24** 0.86

15. Preference for Robot over Human 2.83 1.07 0.43** -0.03 0.09 0.10 0.12* 0.03 0.09 0.09 -0.15** 0.06 0.04 -0.04 0.00 -0.06 0.81
N=347, M = mean, SD = Standard Deviation, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01
Values on the diagonals represent the square root of the AVE for each factor.
"Co-worker Type", “Gender Dissimilarity”, “Work Style Dissimilarity”, and "Risk of Physical Danger" were coded binary (0 = human/low, 1 = robot/high).
Current Job Tenure and Industry Experience were measured in the number of months.
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Correlation Matrix and AVEs in Study 2 

Factor Loadings in Study 1 (left) and Study 2 (right) 

Construct Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1. Co-worker Type 0.54 0.5 -
2. Gender Dissimilarity 0.5 0.5 0.11* -
3. Personality Dissimilarity 0.5 0.5 -0.09 0.02 -
4. Perceived Gender Dissimilarity 3.2 1.77 0.17** 0.79** 0.08 -
5. Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 3.42 1.4 -0.04 -0.02 0.82** 0.07 0.91
6. Perceived Anthropomorphism 3.18 1.36 -0.82** -0.05 0.04 -0.16** -0.01 0.90
7. Age 40.8 13.17 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.03 -0.03 -
8. Education 4.3 1.32 0 0.02 -0.06 0.01 -0.07 -0.02 0.10* -
9. Gender 0.5 0.5 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06 0.02 -0.05 -0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -
10. Knowledge on Technology 2.62 0.89 -0.01 -0.05 -0.11* -0.08 -0.07 0.05 -0.12* 0.10* 0.19** 0.87
11. Industry Experience 101.64 105.03 0.06 -0.04 0.06 -0.05 0.04 -0.04 0.57** 0.10* 0.08 0.03 -
12. Current Job Experience 61.63 69.33 0.04 0.00 0.06 -0.03 0.01 -0.03 0.40** 0.09 0.02 -0.03 0.46** -
13. Warehouse Experience 2.8 1.03 0 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.05 -0.13* -0.23** 0.05 0.11* -
14. IDAQ 1.72 0.74 -0.09 -0.10* 0.00 -0.08 0.03 0.06 -0.08 -0.08 -0.13** 0.03 -0.01 -0.05 -0.06 0.72
15. NARS 2.82 0.86 -0.13** -0.04 0.09 0.01 0.10* 0.11* -0.07 -0.14** -0.05 -0.12* -0.09 -0.08 -0.08 0.09 0.69
16. Experience of Working with Robots 1.8 0.88 0.04 -0.09 -0.04 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05 -0.15** 0.00 0.10* 0.30** -0.11* -0.09 -0.32** 0.12* -0.03 -
17. Trust in Co-worker (Situational Normality) 3.9 0.9 -0.12* 0.03 -0.19** -0.06 -0.19** 0.18** 0.00 0.14** -0.04 0.04 0.06 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.35** 0.06 0.88
18. Preference for Robot over Human 2.43 1.14 0.40** 0.06 -0.07 0.03 -0.05 -0.29** 0.02 0.08 -0.07 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.11* 0.03 -0.42** 0.06 0.19** 0.90
N=422, M = mean, SD = Standard Deviation, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01
Values on the diagonals represent the square root of the AVE for each factor.
IDAQ = Individual Differences Measure of Anthropomorphism Questionnaire
NARS = Negative Attitudes toward Robots
"Co-workerType", “Gender Dissimilarity", and “Personality Dissimilarity” were coded binary (0 = human/similar, 1 = robot/different).
Current Job Tenure and Industry Experience were measured in the number of months.

Item 1 2 3 4 5

Knowledge on Technology 01 0.80 0.00 -0.06 0.22 0.03

Knowledge on Technology 02 0.90 0.06 0.00 0.11 0.01

Knowledge on Technology 03 0.89 0.07 -0.05 0.13 0.03

Perceived Risk 01 -0.03 0.88 0.00 0.06 -0.10

Perceived Risk 02 -0.08 0.86 -0.05 0.14 -0.06

Perceived Risk 03 0.00 0.87 0.06 0.05 0.07

Perceived Risk 04 -0.05 0.88 -0.07 0.08 -0.04

Perceived Risk 05 0.21 0.60 0.16 -0.07 0.23

Perceived Risk 06 0.16 0.71 0.16 -0.03 0.20

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 01 -0.06 0.05 0.78 -0.04 -0.14

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 02 0.08 0.05 0.75 -0.02 0.03

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 03 -0.12 0.04 0.77 -0.11 -0.11

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 04 0.15 -0.07 0.79 0.00 -0.02

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 05 -0.17 0.05 0.74 -0.06 -0.08

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 06 0.19 0.02 0.78 -0.05 0.04

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 07 0.13 -0.04 0.82 -0.05 0.02

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 08 -0.16 0.10 0.84 -0.05 -0.07

Negative Attitudes Toward Robots 09 -0.29 0.06 0.72 -0.04 -0.07

Trust in Co-worker 01 0.13 0.02 -0.10 0.86 -0.04

Trust in Co-worker 02 -0.02 0.04 -0.01 0.83 0.01

Trust in Co-worker 03 0.12 -0.03 -0.04 0.90 -0.01

Trust in Co-worker 04 0.17 0.04 -0.06 0.82 0.07

Trust in Co-worker 05 0.06 0.11 -0.07 0.86 -0.08

Trust in Co-worker 06 0.08 0.06 -0.07 0.88 -0.03

Preference for Robot over Human 01 0.06 0.07 -0.12 -0.12 0.90

Preference for Robot over Human 02 -0.05 0.02 -0.05 0.12 0.60

Preference for Robot over Human 03 0.08 0.07 -0.11 -0.13 0.89

Note: Principal Component Analysis with Varimax as rotation method 

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Knowledge on Technology 1 0.82 -0.01 -0.04 0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.01

Knowledge on Technology 2 0.90 0.06 -0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.01

Knowledge on Technology 3 0.89 0.02 -0.11 0.04 -0.04 0.03 0.04

IDAQ 1 0.05 0.61 0.04 0.08 -0.03 0.05 0.06

IDAQ 2 0.01 0.73 -0.01 -0.03 0.12 0.03 -0.02

IDAQ 3 0.09 0.76 0.02 0.08 -0.07 -0.04 0.06

IDAQ 4 0.07 0.72 0.00 0.07 -0.04 -0.14 0.06

IDAQ 5 -0.02 0.75 0.02 -0.08 0.05 0.03 -0.05

IDAQ 6 -0.01 0.67 0.09 0.13 -0.11 -0.03 0.11

IDAQ 7 -0.09 0.69 -0.01 -0.08 0.08 0.05 -0.09

IDAQ 8 -0.03 0.80 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.00 -0.03

NARS 1 0.10 0.07 0.61 -0.02 -0.02 -0.14 -0.26

NARS 2 0.06 0.04 0.69 0.01 0.03 -0.16 -0.25

NARS 3 0.06 -0.09 0.67 0.05 0.08 -0.06 -0.05

NARS 4 -0.08 -0.06 0.77 -0.02 0.08 0.04 -0.11

NARS 5 0.03 0.14 0.66 0.09 0.02 -0.34 -0.19

NARS 6 -0.04 0.21 0.62 0.09 0.04 -0.12 -0.02

NARS 7 -0.10 -0.01 0.73 0.07 0.00 -0.15 -0.13

NARS 8 -0.03 0.20 0.70 0.13 -0.08 -0.21 -0.01

NARS 9 -0.03 0.18 0.73 0.10 -0.04 -0.17 -0.04

NARS 10 -0.15 -0.11 0.78 -0.06 0.06 0.03 -0.07

NARS 11 -0.10 -0.11 0.66 -0.04 0.10 0.09 -0.09

Perceived Anthropomorphism 1 -0.02 -0.04 0.04 0.89 0.00 0.04 -0.03

Perceived Anthropomorphism 2 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.84 0.07 0.08 -0.03

Perceived Anthropomorphism 3 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.93 0.01 0.09 -0.11

Perceived Anthropomorphism 4 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.93 0.00 0.10 -0.14

Perceived Anthropomorphism 5 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.92 -0.04 0.09 -0.16

Perceived Anthropomorphism 6 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.91 -0.04 0.08 -0.19

Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 1 -0.03 0.00 0.04 -0.01 0.94 -0.10 -0.02

Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 2 -0.04 0.01 0.05 -0.06 0.91 -0.06 -0.02

Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 3 -0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.94 -0.05 0.01

Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 4 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.86 -0.03 -0.03

Perceived Personality Dissimilarity 5 -0.03 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.91 -0.13 0.00

Trust in Co-worker (Situational Normality) 1 0.00 0.00 -0.21 0.10 -0.10 0.87 0.11

Trust in Co-worker (Situational Normality) 2 0.02 0.03 -0.19 0.15 -0.11 0.86 0.09

Trust in Co-worker (Situational Normality) 3 0.04 0.01 -0.20 0.15 -0.11 0.88 0.05

Trust in Co-worker (Situational Normality) 4 -0.02 -0.02 -0.17 0.10 -0.08 0.90 0.06

Preference for Robot over Human 1 0.03 0.02 -0.29 -0.22 -0.01 0.08 0.88
Preference for Robot over Human 2 0.01 0.04 -0.24 -0.16 -0.04 0.08 0.90
Preference for Robot over Human 3 0.03 0.05 -0.25 -0.17 -0.01 0.09 0.91
Preference for Robot over Human 4 0.02 0.04 -0.22 -0.15 0.00 0.09 0.90
Note: Principal Component Analysis with Varimax as rotation method 
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